Background The quantitative accuracy of MRI in predicting the intraosseous extent of primary sarcoma of bone has not been definitively confirmed, although MRI is widely accepted as an accurate tool to plan limb salvage resections. Because inaccuracies in MRI determination of tumor extent could affect the ability of a tumor surgeon to achieve negative margins and avoid local recurrence, we thought it important to assess the accuracy of MR-determined tumor extent to the actual extent observed pathologically from resected specimens in pediatric patients treated for primary sarcomas of bone.
Questions/purposes (1) Does the quantitative pathologic bony margin correlate with that measured on preoperative MRI? (2) Are T1-or T2-weighted MRIs most accurate in determining a margin? (3) Is there a difference in predicting tumor extent between MRI obtained before or after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and which is most accurate? Methods We retrospectively studied a population of 211 potentially eligible patients who were treated with limb salvage surgery between August 1999 and July 2015 by a single surgeon at a single institution for primary sarcoma of bone. Of 131 patients (62%) with disease involving the femur or tibia, 107 (51%) were classified with Ewing's sarcoma or osteosarcoma. Records were available for review in our online database for 79 eligible patients (37%). Twenty-six patients (12%) were excluded because of insufficient or unavailable clinical or pathology data and 17 patients (8%) were excluded as a result of inadequate or incomplete MR imaging, leaving 55 eligible participants (26%) in the final cohort. The length of the resected specimen was superimposed on preresection MRI sequences to compare the margin measured by MRI with the margin measured by histopathology. Arithmetic mean differences and Pearson r correlations were used to assess quantitative accuracy (size of the margin). Results All MR imaging types were positively associated with final histopathologic margin. T1-weighted MRI after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and final histopathologic margin had the strongest positive correlation of all MR imaging and time point comparisons (r = 0.846, p < 0.001). Mean differences existed between the normal marrow margin on T1-weighted MRI before neoadjuvant chemotherapy (t = 8.363; mean, 18 Each author certifies that neither he or she, nor any member of his or her immediate family, has funding or commercial associations (consultancies, stock ownership, equity interest, patent/licensing arrangements, etc) that might pose a conflict of interest in connection with the submitted article. All ICMJE Conflict of Interest Forms for authors and Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research® editors and board members are on file with the publication and can be viewed on request. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research® neither advocates nor endorses the use of any treatment, drug, or device. Readers are encouraged to always seek additional information, including FDAapproval status, of any drug or device prior to clinical use. Each author certifies that his or her institution approved the human protocol for this investigation and that all investigations were conducted in conformity with ethical principles of research.
Introduction
In the treatment of primary osseous sarcoma, positive margins have been independently associated with worse oncologic outcomes [5, 6, 15, 18, 23] including an increased risk of local recurrence [2, 5, 21] . If local recurrence does occur, it is associated with an increased risk of distant recurrence and decreased survival [16, 21, 23, 24, 26] . Despite the results of few conflicting studies, which may question the importance of the surgical margin [7, 21] , and the observation that additional factors also affect oncologic outcomes [1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 18, [20] [21] [22] , an adequate margin remains the goal of every resection. Although attempts have been made to define an adequate margin [15] , there is growing evidence that a close but negative margin may be acceptable [3, 5, 8, 14, 20] .
For many, MRI is the imaging modality of choice for planning oncologic resections. An updated assessment of the ability of MRI to accurately identify the osseous extent of tumor may allow the surgeon to better plan and consistently achieve margin-negative resections while potentially avoiding unnecessary morbidity from an overly extensive resection. Prior studies of MRI utilizing synthetic models have determined a high degree of spatial accuracy [19] , and studies in mice have demonstrated that MRIs of tumor postresection were as accurate as the histopathologic assessment of the margin status in controlled study conditions [4] . However, the only known published data in humans, Sundaram et al. [25] reported only qualitative evidence that MRI was the most accurate imaging modality for predicting the intramedullary extent of tumor. Unfortunately, no quantitative measures of accuracy were reported. The accuracy of computer-navigated resections utilizing fused CT and MRI with custom cutting templates has also been demonstrated in a small number of patients [3, 11, 17, 28] . In these studies, despite the ability to precisely reproduce the preoperative plan to within approximately 2 mm, an "error in safe margin" of approximately 8 mm was observed, leaving in question the accuracy with which the osseous extent of tumor can be identified on preoperative imaging. However, no prior studies have quantitatively compared the accuracy of T1-versus T2-weighted MRI in identifying the osseous extent of tumor nor whether MRIs obtained before or after neoadjuvant chemotherapy are most accurate in assessing the true extent of the tumor. The surgeon's ability to accurately identify the tumor extent on prechemotherapy MRI may be significantly hindered by the presence of inflammation and edema that is often absent postchemotherapy.
In pediatric patients treated with limb salvage for primary osseous sarcoma, we therefore assessed whether MRI accurately reflects the bony extent of tumor compared with the corresponding pathologic specimen of a given resection length. We arbitrarily chose a pediatric population because often there is a desire to preserve more host bone in the very young, but we suspect this question could be assessed in either adult or pediatric patients. We asked: (1) Does the quantitative pathologic bony margin correlate with that measured on MRI? (2) Are T1-or T2-weighted MRIs most accurate in determining a margin? (3) Is there a difference in predicting tumor extent between MRI obtained before or after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and which is more accurate?
Patients and Methods
This is a retrospective study of pediatric patients treated with limb salvage surgery for primary osteosarcoma or Ewing's sarcoma of the lower extremity. Two hundred eleven potentially eligible pediatric patients treated with limb salvage surgery between August 1999 and July 2015 by a single surgeon (EUC) at a single institution for primary sarcoma of bone were identified. Of 131 patients (62%) with disease involving the femur or tibia, 107 (51%) were classified with Ewing's sarcoma or osteosarcoma. Records were available for review in our online database for 79 eligible patient (37%). Twenty-six patients (12%) were excluded because of insufficient or unavailable pathology data and 17 patients (8%) were excluded as a result of inadequate or incomplete MR imaging, leaving 55 eligible participants (26%) in the final cohort.
After institutional review board approval, clinical data were collected using the institution's clinical tracking tool and medical record. All study participants underwent standard imaging studies including MRI of the affected extremity at presentation. Postchemotherapy MRI scans were obtained before surgical treatment approximately 10 weeks after initial biopsy. Patients were treated with osseous resection and reconstruction incorporating an intercalary allograft or oncologic implant depending on the location and extent of the primary tumor.
Resected specimens were routinely evaluated by the pathology department and were photographed and catalogued at the time of resection. We defined the pathology margin as the closest distance between the pathologically confirmed tumor and the diaphyseal extent of the specimen. This was obtained from the final pathology report generated at the time of initial resection. Resection specimen length was retrospectively confirmed utilizing the scaled images of the bisected osseous specimens (Fig. 1A) . In patients with intercalary resections, the residual juxtaarticular segment was measured and added to the resection length to identify the distance from the adjacent joint (a reliable reference point available on all preoperative imaging) to the diaphyseal cut.
MR images were analyzed using standard clinical imaging software (Centricity Enterprise Web V3.0, 2006; GE Medical Systems, Barrington, IL, USA). Pre-and postchemotherapy coronal MR images were evaluated retrospectively on both T1- (Fig. 1B ) and T2- (Fig. 1C) weighted sequences. For each image sequence at each time point, the apparent diaphyseal extent of the osseous tumor was identified. This was marked with a line perpendicular to the anatomic axis of the bone. The measured length of the pathologic specimen was then plotted directly onto the coronal MR image, measured from the corresponding articular surface marker (verified with each individual scaled photograph). This measurement was performed along the long axis of the bone in single millimeter increments. The difference between the plotted diaphyseal tumor extent and the plotted diaphyseal bony cut was then measured along the anatomic axis; we defined this as the MRI margin. For each MRI sequence at each time point, the diaphyseal extent of tumor and corresponding measurements were determined by consensus between two observers (MJT, CNJ). The difference between the MRI margin and the pathology margin was then calculated for each sequence at each time point. The primary study outcome was the difference between the MRI margin for each sequence at each time point and the pathology margin for each specimen.
Statistical Analysis
The IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences Version 24.0 for Mac (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical analyses of a priori hypotheses. Initially all variables had relative distributions determined as well as the normality of the data and the accuracy of data entry assessed. Participants with missing data were excluded from final analyses.
To investigate the study questions, Student's t-tests and Pearson's r correlations were used to compare the diaphyseal pathology margin with the diaphyseal MRI margin on T1 MRI before chemotherapy (T1-MRI PRE), T1 MRI after chemotherapy (T1-MRI POST), T2 MRI before chemotherapy (T2-MRI PRE), and T2 MRI after chemotherapy (T2-MRI POST). For all analyses, the a level was set at 0.05 with a confidence interval at the 95% level.
Results
Both MR imaging types (T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI) at both time points were positively associated with final pathologic margin. T1-weighted MRI before neoadjuvant chemotherapy (r = 0.516, p = 0.001), T2-weighted MRI before neoadjuvant chemotherapy (r = 0.494, p = 0.002), T1-weighted MRI after neoadjuvant chemotherapy (r = 0.846, p < 0.001), and T2-weighted MRI after neoadjuvant chemotherapy (r = 0.784, p < 0.001) correlated with final pathologic margin. T1-weighted MRI after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and final pathologic margin had the strongest positive correlation of all MR imaging and time point comparisons (r = 0.846, p < 0.001; Table 1 ).
Discussion
Preoperative tools available to plan margin-negative resections are critical in determining safe tumor margins and should be critically evaluated. In the setting of primary bone sarcomas such as osteosarcoma and Ewing's sarcoma of the extremity, we are not aware of any published quantitative data regarding the accuracy with which MRI defines the osseous extent of tumor. To our knowledge no prior studies address either the relative accuracy of T1 versus T2 sequences or pre-versus postneoadjuvant chemotherapy MRI for this purpose. In this study, we confirmed that the pathologic osseous surgical extent correlated with both MR imaging techniques at both time points and found that T1-weighted MRI after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and final pathologic margin had the strongest positive correlation of all MR imaging and time point comparisons. Additionally, T1-weighted MR imaging after neoadjuvant chemotherapy had the smallest mean difference as compared with the final pathology margin. This study has several limitations. Inclusion of only those patients with available imaging at both time points and pathology may insert selection bias; however, these elements are necessary to answer the study question. The ability of the surgeon to reproduce measurements from preoperative cross-sectional imaging at the time of resection has not been assessed in this study. We have not studied inter-and intraobserver reliability in measuring margins on MR images. Measurement errors almost certainly occur whenever one tries to measure something on an image and we have not assessed measurement error in this study. To address this limitation, considerable effort was devoted to ensuring that the coronal MR image chosen to perform measurements matched the pathologic specimen grid and that the extent of tumor and all corresponding measurements were recorded based on consensus evaluation of two observers. Images were crossreferenced to verify that the anatomic landmarks utilized to perform individual measurements were consistent between the pathology specimen and the MR image. Despite these efforts, it is possible that minor differences in the coronal plane of the MRI compared with the coronal plane of the bisected specimen may affect measurements to a minor degree. This is felt to parallel everyday practice, and the effects of specimen orientation should be routinely considered when planning resections with an appropriate margin of safety. Because the pathology margin was obtained from the final pathology report, this study does not account for potential variations in the assessment and/or measurement of the pathologic margin among pathologists. This parallels clinical practice and should be considered in the interpretation of these results. It was not feasible to determine the specific MRI equipment utilized to obtain all images within the data set. The potential effects of improved technology over the time period in which study data were generated may also be important. It is possible that MRI accuracy was better during the latter portion of this study; however, this was not assessed. It may be useful to perform a similar study in which the same MRI machine, magnet strength, and imaging protocols are utilized; however, this would represent an experimental model not reflective of our standard clinical practice. Possible variations in MRI technology should be considered when planning surgical margins. We did not assess osteosarcoma and Ewing's sarcoma separately. There may be differences in how these tumors respond to therapy, which could affect margin measurements, but because we used the same principles for resection in both tumor types, we did not believe separate analysis was necessary and we had insufficient numbers to study them individually.
We observed that the bony margin predicted by MRI correlated with the pathologic margin and shows that there is, on average, approximately a 6-to 10-mm margin of error that should be considered when planning surgical resections based on MRI. These findings appear consistent with the navigation-assisted study, which reported an average quantitative "error in safe margin" of 8 mm [28] . However, the observed range of differences may warrant a larger safety factor and special circumstances may warrant additional consideration when planning the bony cut. The spatial accuracy of MRI in general has been described [4, 19] and a small number of computer-navigated limbsparing resections utilizing fused CT and MRI models supplemented with intraoperative cutting templates have been studied [3, 11, 17, 28] . In one study that quantitatively assessed margin status, it is important to consider that only nine of 26 cut planes of the pelvis were included in the margin analysis [28] . Despite this limitation, these techniques yielded accurate cuts within 2 mm of the planned resection and an average "error in safe margin" (the difference between the planned and achieved margin) of 8 mm [28] . Thus, in that study, the accuracy with which preoperative imaging identified the osseous extent of tumor appears to nearly parallel the accuracy observed in the present study. Although navigation is felt to improve the accuracy with which the planned resection is executed, not all surgeons are trained to use or have routine access to these technologies [29] . Furthermore, under circumstances that allow precise reproduction of planned resections, a negative margin remains dependent on the accurate identification of the bony extent of tumor on preoperative imaging. Whether surgeons are planning a freehand or navigation-guided resection, they must be able to consider the accuracy with which preoperative imaging identifies the tumor extent to plan within an appropriate margin of safety. One prior study of primary sarcoma of bone assessed the accuracy of MRI in assessing the bony extent of tumor by comparing imaging with corresponding pathology specimens. In 1986, Sundaram et al. [25] prospectively assessed 16 consecutive patients with various osseous sarcomas and found that, compared with alternative imaging modalities, MRI was the most accurate in determining the intramedullary extent of tumor. They compared measurements of the longitudinal extent of tumor on coronal MRI (slice thickness of 10-15 mm) with those made on sectioned gross specimens. Although they state that MRI defined the intramedullary extent of the tumor, no quantitative measurements were reported and no comparison was made to examine the relative difference between T1-and T2-weighted MRI sequences. Although both sequences at both time points correlated positively with the pathologic margin size, the disparity between the MRI and pathology margin assessed by mean differences was greater for images obtained before neoadjuvant chemotherapy. This may be even more for Ewing's sarcoma because changes may be more dramatic on postchemotherapy images as shown in a limited number of patients with Ewing's sarcoma, but we did not do a comparison between patients with Ewing's sarcoma and those with osteosarcoma so we cannot confirm that supposition. This is likely the result of few tumors in this cohort exhibiting a significant volumetric response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. A potential reduction in the extent of peritumoral edema resulting from chemotherapy may also allow for easier identification of the tumor margin. The same consideration may explain why patients have a large discrepancy between T1-and T2-weighted imaging postchemotherapy in that the identification of the tumor margin may be more obscured by residual peritumoral edema on fluid-sensitive sequences. In this cohort, postneoadjuvant chemotherapy T1-weighted MRI had the smallest mean difference when compared with the pathologic assessment of the surgical margin.
A close but negative margin may represent adequate local control in the treatment of primary osseous sarcoma [3, 5, 8, 14, 20] . Although this may offer a degree of reassurance in planning close margin resections, caution is recommended. The surgeon should consider the potential disparity between the apparent extent of tumor on MRI and the actual extent of tumor on pathology and should understand that this disparity is separate from the concept of "location accuracy"-the execution of a planned cut. It is possible that improving technology allows the precision with which the surgeon is able to recreate a surgical plan better than the accuracy with which the desired level of resection can be identified on preoperative imaging. Resection level should account for the acceptable margin, as determined by the surgeon in the context of the other prognostic disease parameter, plus a margin of safety. Preoperative MRI and fluid-sensitive sequences may show a larger discrepancy. When planning surgical resections based on MRI obtained after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, for safety, the surgeon should account for a potential difference between the apparent margin of a tumor on an MRI and the actual pathologic margin of that tumor of at least 6 to 10 mm, on average, and larger discrepancies may be observed.
